Complete Certification
$425.00

Plus you have the option to complete your
training dives on any of our trips.

Group Lessons
Includes:
 Weekend Class and Pool Sessions
 All Entry Fees
 Student Manual and Carry Bag
 Electronic Dive Tables
 Diving Log Book
 Loaner DVD
 Use of Scuba Equipment including
wetsuit during pool only
 Referral Paperwork
Referrals do not include training dives or certification
card. You would complete these at a destination of
your choice. So if you want to finish your certification
on your vacation this would be the choice for you.
Final training dives average about $200

There are several options for beginner scuba certification, referred to as an Open Water Diver. All options
have academic sessions, pool dive sessions, and 4 training dives required for the certification. For any of the
options you will need to set aside time for pre-study before your class, have your own snorkeling gear
(mask, fins, snorkel) appropriate for scuba, and complete a medical questionnaire which might require a
physician's approval for diving.
Island Hoppers promises no hidden fees in any of the programs. Some scuba programs in the Nashville
Area can run as much as $600 per person (before snorkeling gear) by the time you add it all up.
Don't have time to do the complete certification, try one of our online courses. You complete all of your
academics online, then join one of our instructors for private pool sessions.

E-Learners - Private Pool Sessions
With Referral -$399
Includes: Electronic Dive Planner, Logbook,
Private Pool Sessions, Use of scuba
equipment, referral paperwork. Does not
include online program $179.00

E-Learner - Private Pools Sessions
and Group Training Dives $525.00
Includes: Electronic Dive Planner, Logbook,
Private Pool Sessions, Use of scuba
equipment and wetsuit, 4 Local Training
dives, Certification Card. Does not include
online program $179.00 or local entry fees
of $25 per day.

Private Certification-One Weekend

$750 One Student
$1200 for Two Students
Includes: PADI Logbook, Electronic Dive
Planner, Entry Fees, Certification Card, use
of scuba equipment.
Friday Afternoon: Academic Review,
Equipment Fitting
Saturday and Sunday - 2 days at Pennyroyal
Scuba Resort completing 5 confined water
dives and 4 open water dives.
Does not include PADI E-learning fee of
$179.00 per person or snorkeling
equipment.

Open Water Diver

Group Lessons
Includes:
 Weekend Class and Pool Sessions
 4 Local Training Dives (Apr-Oct)
 Pool Entry Fees
 Student Manual and Carry Bag
 Electronic Dive Tables
 Diving Log Book
 Loaner DVD
 Use of Scuba Equipment
 Certification Card
* not included - local dive entry fees
of $25 per day

Referral Certification
$299.00

So why choose Island Hoppers Scuba?














Island Hoppers goal is to help you become a scuba diver by full filling all of your diving needs.
Island Hoppers is a full service scuba shop. For scuba gear, education, scuba travel, and equipment
service we are the one stop scuba store in Nashville. We are not operating out of our garage like a fly
by night business.
Island Hoppers is a PADI 5 Star IDC facility. That means we continually pass rigorous criteria to
remain up to date on training guidelines, our air is tested regularly, we have certified equipment
technicians, and we train instructors. All of this guarantees you are getting the best education and
experience possible.
Island Hoppers promises to always do what is best for you. Even if it means referring you to another
facility to meet your diving needs.
Island Hoppers has been operating in the Nashville area for over 25 years. This is not a culmination of
4 different people's time in the business. The owner and guy behind the counter, Rob Harris, has
been doing this since 1988.
Island Hoppers only uses only the best and most current scuba equipment for your training. Including
Atomic Aquatics regulators and weight integrated BCDs. We train you in the best because we want
you to be the best.
Island Hoppers does ask that you have your own snorkeling equipment appropriate for scuba. This
ensures that everything fits you properly, that your mask does not leak during training dives, and that
there is no fear of someone else's germs.
There are no Gotcha's at Island Hoppers. Everything is presented up front with no hidden fees. Some
have add on fees totaling over $150!

